Vocabulary Unit 5

• LEVEL 1
b) Fill in the blanks with words from
Exercise 3a.

•REINFORCEMENT•

1

Match the words (1–6) to their categories
(a–f).

1. A very attractive person is beautiful
2. A very busy life is sometimes

1. tent, camels, desert e

3. A person with no home is

2. quiet, small, peace

4. A very quiet place is

3. skiing, trekking, snow

5. If you never break anything, you
are

4. sea, sand, sun
5. green, cows, sheep

6. A person with no job is

6. noisy, cars, stress

7. A newborn baby is

a. beach

8. A good English dictionary is

b. city
c. countryside
d. mountain
e. nomads
f. village

2

Complete the table with adjectives formed
from the nouns in the box.

peace

worth

beauty

job

care

home

wonder

help

hope

use

-full

-less

peaceful

3

a) Unscramble the letters to make words.
1. sesfstrul stressful
2. bfeutiaul
3. ceufarl
4. pefueacl
5. joslebs
6. hesmoels
7. uefusl
8. hlpeesls
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Vocabulary Unit 5

• LEVEL 2

•consolidation•

1

3

Name the places the speakers are talking
about.

a) Write the opposites of these adjectives.  
Use your dictionary.
1. useful

useless

2. beautiful

1. I love the sea and the sand!

3. careful

the beach

4. helpless

2. I hate the pollution and the traffic jams.

5. hopeless
6. peaceful

3. It’s so peaceful here with just me and the

cows.

7. quiet
8. intelligent

4. Let’s climb some more. I want to reach the

summit.

b) Write sentences using the words in
Exercise 3a.
1. This printer is useless. It has no ink

5. Sand, sand and more sand! Oh, and there’s

a camel!
2.
6. I like living here. There are only 300 people
in the whole place!

2

3.
4.

Circle the correct answer.
1. A very attractive person is beautiful /
peaceful.

5.

2. A very busy life is sometimes helpless /
stressful.

6.

3. A person with no home is jobless / homeless.

7.

4. A very quiet place is peaceful / useless.
5. If you never break anything, you are
hopeless / careful.

8.

6. A person with no job is jobless / beautiful.
7. A newborn baby is homeless / helpless.
8. A good English dictionary is useful /
homeless.
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Vocabulary Unit 5

• LEVEL 3

•extension•

1

2

Complete the table with the nouns in the box.
Then write the adjective for each noun.

Fill in the blanks with the correct adjective
from Exercise 1.
1. Nobody knows anything about him. He’s
very mysterious   .

effect

mystery

extend

Japan

hero

hair

finance

accident

danger

China

rain

environment

2. There are around 14 billion
speakers in the world according to the
Guinness Book of Records.

experiment

accept

notice

resist

3. I’m so

pleasure

thirst

Vietnam

act

cloud

poet

select

romance

4. My grandmother is very
, she
does judo, aerobics and goes swimming
twice a week!
5.

SUFFIX MEANING
–ive

to be able to, having a
particular quality

–ic

characteristic of

–al

relating to / connected with

. I really need a drink!

pollution is causing lots of
problems on our planet.

6. He’s so
. He sends me flowers
every day and always tells me he loves me!

3

–y

having the quality

Choose six different adjectives from
Exercise 1. Write sentences to show you
understand the meaning.

–ous

full of

1. The hairy dog takes a long time to dry when

–ese

from a place

–able / –ible able to / possible

it gets wet.

2.
Suffix
–ive

Nouns

Adjectives

act

3.

–ic
–al

4.

–able /–ible
–y

5.

–ous
–ese

6.
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